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This deck provides key insights and
recommendations on how to:
1.Maintain brand relevance during
lockdown
2.Meet consumers’ wants and needs
post lockdown

M A I N TA I N I N G
BRAND
R E L E VA N C E
DURING
LOCKDOWN

• What to post
• When to post
• How to post
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Social Drivers UK

What to post?

Key Take-out: The vast majority of consumers are using social media to express their support for our healthcare workers, and
talk about their ‘Day of Quarantine’.
Recommendations:
1. Engage with consumers by offering a platform through which they can communicate what they have been up to during
quarantine. Examples include Instagram polls and creative competitions
2. Engage with consumers through a gesture to NHS workers. Either by facilitating a way through which consumers can
thank healthcare workers themselves, or offer the gesture directly.

Source: Twitter & Instagram

Social Drivers UK

What to post?

Key Take-out: Consumers are also keen to make the most of quarantine through proactive and engaging activities, such as
cooking, gardening and reading.
Recommendations: Consumers are keen to recreate their favorite on-trade dishes and drinks at home. For example, ‘Pret’
have released several of their most popular recipes and encouraged consumers to share their creations.
The on-trade should also seek to facilitate consumers who to want to connect with nature and read more. For example ontrade outlets could encourage consumers to share their ‘Beer Garden’ at home and offer a discount voucher for best entries.

Source: Twitter

When to post?

EU Social conversation volume changes
Key Take-outs:
1. Consumers are talking
about alcohol more at the
start of the week, talking
about beer most on
Mondays and wine most on
Tuesdays.
2. Consumers are talking
about wine most frequently
past 5pm and talking about
beer most at 12am.

Recommendations:
On-trade outlets should seek
to time any ‘wine’
communication at 4pm, and
any ‘beer’ communication at
10pm prior to peak
conversation times to ensure
optimum engagement

Source: Twitter
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Source: Twitter
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Generational Differences
Key Insight:
Gen Zs are now
consuming more
online videos, video
games and online
streaming.
Recommendations:
Any content that is
targeted towards
Generation Z will
receive the most
engagement through
platforms such as
Instagram, YouTube
and TikTok.

How to post?

Key Insight:
Millennials are
consuming media
through a broader
range of channels
than Gen Z.
Consuming almost
double the number of
livestreams.
Recommendations:
Millennials will
engage much more
with Live Streamed
content meaning live
cooking tutorials,
workouts and
concerts will receive
the most engagement
from this group.
Source: Global Web Index, Coronavirus Research Report, April 2020
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Generational Differences
Key Insight:
Gen X are most
inclined to watch
broadcast TV as their
preferred medium for
media consumption.
But are also starting to
lean towards online
video streaming.
Recommendations :
Online videos posted
to Youtube that bring
nostalgia to Gen X will
effectively generate
engagement. Eg,
Budweiser Whassup
ad – quarantine
version

How to post?
Key Insight:
Boomers are
consuming almost
exclusively
broadcast TV. But
starting to exploring
other media
channels.

Recommendation
Boomers are best
reached through
Broadcast TV.
meaning TV adverts
are best to reach
this generation.
Eg, Giff Gaff TV ad
centered on
community.

Source: Global Web Index, Coronavirus Research Report, April 2020
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MEET
CONSUMERS
WA N T S A N D
NEEDS POST
LOCKDWON

• How to turn current consumer
emotions into footfall
• How to turn current consumer
activities into footfall
• How to turn current consumer
activities into footfall (split by
generation)
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How to turn current consumer emotions into footfall.
Key Insights: Compared to the start of the crisis consumers are becoming less ‘panicked’ and ‘scared’, with
more consumers accepting lockdown and focusing on ways to be ‘happy’ and ‘amused’. However consumers
are still reporting feeling ‘scared’, this could indicate that fear surrounding the pandemic has not been replaced
by positive emotions. But rather consumers are proactively opting to ‘look on the bright side’.
Recommendations: On-trade outlets that create positive and optimistic environments will attract consumers
wanting to maintain ‘happy’ and ‘amused’ emotions. Installing plants, natural light and bright colours will help
create positive on-trade environments. Eg, colours such as yellow, orange and pink can help generate positive
emotions in consumers. Pastel colours, like peach, can also have an uplifting affect on mood whilst instilling a
sense of calm..

Share of emotions EU – Past 7 days

Source: Twitter

Share of emotions – Past 7 days in UK

Source: Twitter

How to turn current consumer activities into footfall.
Key Insights: The majority of consumers are using gaming, streaming and exercise to keep
themselves occupied. However, week on week consumers are increasingly searching for recipes and
healthy eating articles.
Recommendations: The on-trade could encourage running clubs to use their outlets as a meeting
spot and celebrate end of run with a drink. This could also be applied to cycling and walking clubs. The
on-trade could tap into the home cooking trend by offering cooking classes in outlets post lockdown..
Also as travel will most likely be restricted post lockdown, it is important for the on-trade to make
themselves their consumers’ new paradise. This could be done by holding themed weeks for popular
holiday destinations. Eg Spanish themed week that offers tapas, sangria and flamenco classes.
Share of activities past 7 days - UK

Share of activities EU –
Past 7 days

Source: Twitter

Source: Twitter

How to turn current consumer activities into footfall.
(Split by generation)
Key Insights:
Overall, younger generations are more likely to
entertain themselves by ‘playing games’ on their
mobile or computer. Meanwhile Millennials are
most likely to be searching for cooking recipes or
research healthy eating.
Recommendations:
By installing ‘giant board games’ or ‘traditional’ bar
games, such as darts and snooker. Younger
generations who are focused on ‘playing games’
during lockdown, could be attracted back to the
on-trade.
Seminars on healthy eating and cooking classes
in the on-trade would be most effective in
attracting Millenials and Gen Z back into the ontrade. Eg, Yo Sushi’s Sushi School

Source: Global Web Index, Coronavirus Research Report, April 2020
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